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Agenda
Universities and business at the heart of growth

Collaboration is difficult but vitalCollaboration is difficult but vital

Impact of research is a key focus

Supply of graduate expertise will drive innovation



“Universities are first and foremost designed to achieve a new understanding of

natural phenomena and technologies: in this task they are naturally inventive.

Conversely, in modern free market economies, it is firms that have the

incentives and governance structures to make innovation their central goal,

and are expected to be the almost exclusive sources of innovation.”

Foray and Lisson, Handbook of the Economics of Innovation.

“It is the job of universities to ‘top up the hopper’ of ideas.”

Ric Parker, Director of Research, Rolls Royce

“In the future we will not be able to compete on the world stage with low labour

costs or by exploiting vast reserves of mineral resources. We will have to

compete with our brains and with our science.”

Sir Paul Nurse, Director, Francis Crick Institute
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Mission
The CIHE is a strategic network of senior business leaders of blue-chip businesses 

collaborating with Vice Chancellors and universities to develop the UK’s 

knowledge-based economy.

It does this by:It does this by:

• Working on the UK’s grand challenges through thought-leadership in policy and 

practice.

• Lobbying on behalf of the business-university partnerships at the highest levels of 

government.

• Co-operating to produce graduates with the right expertise, strengths and talent 

for a modern business environment.

• Promoting best practice collaborative research between companies and 

universities to increase the competitive strength of businesses in the UK.



DNA
Founded in 1987 to tackle the “crisis in higher education”.

Plus ça change!

Initial Mission: “We should call ourselves “The Council for Industry and Higher 

Education” and we should begin with a statement of high policy to look forward ten or 

twenty years. From this would flow an agenda of issues to be studied in more detail.”



Membership - Industry
Energy

•BP

•Centrica

•BG Group

•National Grid

Manufacturing/Mining/Defence

•Finmeccanica

•EADS

•BAE Systems

•Boeing•National Grid •Boeing

•Ford

•Anglo American

Services/Goods

•Unilever

•Compass Group

•BT Retail

Commercial & Education

•i-graduate

•Kaplan



Membership - Industry
Legal/Consultancy

•Accenture

•McKinsey and Co

•KPMG

•Spencer Stuart

Media and Technology

•Channel 4

•BBC

•BSkyB

•FT Group•Spencer Stuart

•PwC

•Slaughter & May

Finance

•HSBC

•Standard Chartered

•RBS

•Prudential

•Legal and General

•FT Group

•WPP

•Cisco

Stakeholders

•British Council

•NESTA

•TSB

Pharma

•AstraZeneca



Membership - Universities
University of Cambridge

Aston University 

University of Sheffield

University of Hertfordshire 

Cardiff Metropolitan University 

University of Oxford 

University of Surrey 

University of Teesside

Kings College London 

Goldsmiths, University of LondonCardiff Metropolitan University 

University of Glasgow 

University of Brighton

University of Southampton 

University of Dundee 

University of Plymouth 

University College London 

University of Manchester 

Goldsmiths, University of London

New College Durham

University of Coventry

University of Aberdeen

University of Bristol

University of Warwick

Loughborough University

Stakeholders

•QAA

•HEFCE

•UUK



Annual Report 2011 Video



Three major Task Forces

• Creative, Digital and Information Technology (CDIT) –• Creative, Digital and Information Technology (CDIT) –

The Fuse

• Manufacturing and Engineering –

Powering Up! and Great Expectations 

• Enhancing Value: Getting the Most out of the UK Research 

Base



CDIT Task Force
• UK government should acknowledge 

CDIT as a strategic priority alongside STEM

• UK government should facilitate the • UK government should facilitate the 

right environment for successful CDIT 

ecosystems

• UK  government should review 

procurement policies and R&D Tax credits 

• ICT curriculum in schools needs to 

be overhauled



CDIT Task Force
• Funding Councils should give equal 

weight to CDIT programmes as to STEM 

programmes

• Interdisciplinary is key to success of CDIT

• Universities must work better with SME 

CDIT businesses

• Business must contribute to 

development of courses for graduates they 

hire

•Business- HE partnerships should be at the 

heart of Local Enterprise Partnerships



CDIT Task Force
www.brightonfuse.com



Engineering & Manufacturing
• UK government should promote co-

ordination of current initiatives (LEPs, TICs, 

REF) to meet challenges of advanced 

manufacturingmanufacturing

•Government should explore Advanced 

Manufacturing Enterprise Clusters

•Universities should use Web 2.0 

networking technology to give 

entrepreneurs & business access to 

research

•Global smart manufacturing businesses 

are vital contributors to local SME 

entrepreneurship and must collaborate 

with universities and graduate-rich SMEs



Engineering & Manufacturing
•CIHE to work with industry and universities to 

launch the talent-2030 campaign to champion 

the talent pipeline for manufacturing and 

engineering.engineering.

• Government to set a target for girls achieving 

good results in A level  physics or its 

equivalent.

• Businesses and universities to create an 

advanced placement and mentoring scheme 

with national reach.

• CIHE to work with industry and universities 

to develop a national advanced manufacturing

leadership programme.



www.talent2030.org





Enhancing Value – The Challenge

The aim of the Enhancing Value Task Force is to promote

effective interactions between businesses and the UK research base, to

impact positively on Government policy and, in particular, its innovation and impact positively on Government policy and, in particular, its innovation and 

research strategy.

It will:

1. Place UK public and private sector research in an EU and global

context.

2. Explore the similarities and synergies between public and private

sector research.

3. Identify and prioritise a small set of key actions for change that will

enhance the value of publicly-funded research and collaboration

with business.



Launch Video





The UK R&D Landscape

Six Key Findings



Global Graduates into Global Leaders



Recommendation1 paragraph 3.2 

The Council for Industry and Higher Education (CIHE) should be invited to 

develop its structure and its infrastructure to become an independent 

Wilson Review for the UK government

develop its structure and its infrastructure to become an independent 

subscription-based charity which becomes the focus for information on 

business–university collaboration. It will gather and maintain a 

comprehensive repository of good practice, undertake commissioned 

studies and provide a reliable information source for future substantive 

reviews. Such Reviews should take place every four years.  



Expertise Nations 

Economic Growth and 

Innovation
Expertise Nations 

Enhancing Value – Phase 2

Trust (in financial services)



Talent and Leadership

Talent 2030 - Digital, Financial and Professional 

ServicesServices

Global Leadership, Global Graduates Phase 2

Advanced Manufacturing Leadership

Graduate entrepreneurship



www.cihe.co.uk

@theCIHE

@DavidDocherty1

www.cihe.co.uk/linkedin


